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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Microbial  fuel  cells  (MFCs)  convert  organic  matter  into  electrical  power.  For  most  applications,  the
electrical-load  seen  from  the  MFC  can  advantageously  be controlled  by a DC/DC  inductive  converter.
Implementation  of  a so-called  maximum  power  point  tracking  (MPPT)  control  permits  to set  the  operating
point  of  the MFC  to optimize  power  harvesting  whatever  the  actual  load.  This  paper  studies  the electrical
performances  of  MFCs  under  maximum  power  point  (MPP)  load  conditions.  Ten  similar  single-chamber
eywords:
icrobial fuel cell

lectrical load
aximum power point tracking

nergy conversion efficiency
nergy harvesting

1.3  L  MFCs  are  constructed  and  simultaneously  tested.  For  an  identical  amount  of  injected  organic  matter
(1  g  of  acetate),  the  “perturbation  and  observation”  (P&O)  algorithm  achieves  a  best  electrical  energy
production  of  985  J electrical  power,  corresponding  to  8.6 % global  energy  conversion  efficiency  (ECE).  A
novel  algorithm  that  regulates  MFC  voltage  to one-third  its open-circuit  voltage  is introduced  and  com-
pared to  the  state  of  the  art  P&O  algorithm.  It enables  a best  conversion  efficiency  of  7.7  % and  promises
low-cost  effective  implementation  in  silicon  DC/DC  converters.
. Introduction

Microbial fuel cells (MFCs) convert organic matter into elec-
rical power. Even though the power densities are still limiting
1], recent research works proved the feasibility to supply low-
ower electronic devices. In [2],  a sediment microbial fuel cell is
ositioned at the bottom of lake Michigan and supplies a wireless
emperature sensor. In order to foresee industrial applications, the
lectrical power densities delivered by MFCs need to be improved.
n this objective, research efforts focus on electrodes materials and
atalysts, reactor architectures, bacteria populations and growth,
ubstrate and so forth. The output load from electrical viewpoint
s another parameter that directly impacts power production and

hich is often neglected. It sets the operating point, and as such,
he output voltage–current pair and the power. Most published
orks use a fixed resistor value as a load. It has no physical mean-

ng, because in practical applications, the load will most probably
ot be nor behave like a fixed resistor. It is therefore important to
mulate realistic loads to measure effective performances. Further
ore, it was demonstrated in [3,4] that load impacts the bacterial
ommunities and the electrical performances in the long term, thus
mphasizing the role of the output load.

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: nicolas.degrenne@ec-lyon.fr (N. Degrenne).

378-7753/$ – see front matter ©  2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jpowsour.2012.01.082
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

In some applications, MFCs are directly used to charge capaci-
tors. In the EcoBot-III robot [5],  twelve modules consisting of four
MFCs in parallel are connected in series (i.e. a total of 48 MFCs)
to charge a bank of capacitors. A comparator manages the con-
sumption of the stored energy when the voltage reaches 3 V until it
decreases to 2 V, at which point the circuit stops and allows the re-
charging of the capacitor bank. The energy is therefore dispensed
intermittently in a burst of high-power. In this configuration, the
load behaves like a switched and variable resistor. The impact of
such a load configuration was investigated in [6].  When MFCs are
used to charge condensators this way, the apparent load resis-
tance is not always equal to the resistance permitting the maximum
power production.

An inductive DC/DC converter permits to interface the MFC  to
any load. It can be regulated to control the operating point of the
MFC  and to constantly adapt the apparent resistance to maximize
power production as pictured in Fig. 1. In low-power photovoltaic
[7] and thermoelectric applications [8],  some converters were pre-
sented which include a maximum power point tracking (MPPT)
regulation. These converters are not suitable for MFCs because they
are designed for different power or voltage level and load character-
istic. One of our recent work revealed a DC/DC converter specifically
designed to harvest maximum energy from MFCs [9].
Few research studies focus MPPT algorithms for MFCs and
demonstrate their ability to harvest more electrical energy. In [10],
an original multiunit MPPT algorithm is presented in order to fasten
the convergence time. The main drawback is that it requires two

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2012.01.082
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:nicolas.degrenne@ec-lyon.fr
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rithm next compares powers for higher resistances (ex. 1.2 k� and
Fig. 1. Harvesting circuit topology including a regulated DC/DC converter.

imilar MFCs which is a hard assumptions is such a heterogenous
echnology. In [11], “perturbation and observation” (P&O), “gra-
ient” and “multiunit” algorithms are compared regarding their
obustness to perturbations. The gradient method fails to converge
ut the P&O proves to be efficient on a variety of MFC  applications.
ther few research studies investigate the effects of maximum
ower point (MPP) loading on intrinsic MFCs operation. In [12],
cetate-fed MFCs are operated with external resistances, which are
bove, below, or equal to the internal resistance of a correspond-
ng MFC. Operation with the optimal external resistance (P&O)
esults in increased power output, improved Coulombic efficiency
CE), and low methane production. In [13], a gradient algorithm
mproves the electrogenic anodic biofilm selection for power pro-
uction, indicating that greater power and substrate conversion can
e achieved. These results demonstrate the advantage of using MPP

oading for energy production and prove that further researches are
ecessary to evaluate MFCs under these specific load conditions.
dditionally, MPP  loading eases maximum power real-time moni-

oring and permits to study MFCs with respect to issues that were
ever addressed before.

This paper studies electrical power production from acetate
or single-chamber MFCs. Different indicators are studied under

PP  electrical-load conditions. A first objective is to evaluate the
nergy conversion from organic matter (acetate in our case) into
lectricity. In this purpose, Coulombic efficiency (CE) and energy
onversion efficiency (ECE) as introduced in [14] are calculated. A
econd objective is to test a novel so-called MPPT algorithm that
egulates the MFC  voltage to one-third of the open-circuit value
VREG algorithm). This algorithm is simple, robust and can be effec-

ively implemented in a low-power inductive DC/DC converter as
iscussed in [9]. Its performances are compared to a state-of-the-
rt P&O algorithm.

Fig. 2. Measurem
 Sources 205 (2012) 188– 193 189

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Microbial fuel cells

Ten single-chamber batch MFCs were constructed and are ref-
erenced in this paper as MFC01 to MFC10. The single-chamber
architecture is chosen for the perspectives for higher power den-
sity, the decreased risks of clogging and the autonomous aeration
of the cathode [15].

MFCs have 1.3 L cylindrical reactors that are built using com-
mercially available low-cost PVC draining tubes. Two air-cathodes
are positioned at both edges for an equivalent cathode surface of
186 cm2. They are composed of a 30% wet-proofed carbon cloth
(Fuel Cell Earth) coated on the external side by 4 layers of PTFE
and on the internal side by a catalyst layer with 0.1 mg  cm−2 plat-
inum and nafion as a binder. Layers are coated manually using a
paintbrush as described in [16]. Electrical connections are realized
by a titanium wire pressed against the cathode internal side. The
anode is positioned in the middle. It is composed of two electrically
connected graphite fiber brushes (Gordon Brushes).

2.2. Load-controlled measurement tool

An original tool was developed to test ten MFCs simultane-
ously (Fig. 2). It controls the output load (resistances) of each MFCs
independently. The resistance range is from 4.7 � to 5 k� with
steps of 4 �,  plus open-circuit. The voltage is acquired simultane-
ously.

A functionality permits to automatically sweep the load resis-
tance from high to low value thus realizing automatic acquisition
of polarization and power curves. The chosen time step is 5 min  in
order to permit stabilization of the voltage (low MFC dynamics).

Another functionality permits to control the resistance using a
so-called MPPT algorithm and to record the maximum power in
real-time. This can be done using a P&O algorithm, or a voltage
regulation (VREG) algorithm.

P&O algorithm starts with an arbitrary resistance chosen by the
operator (ex. 1 k�). After a defined time step of 5 min, it records
power and modifies the resistance with a proportional steps of 20 %
(ex. 1.2 k�). A variable time step enables increased sensitivity for
low resistance values. After 5 min, the new power is recorded. If
it increased, the MPP  is for higher resistance values and the algo-
1.44 k�). If it decreased, the MPP  is for lower resistance values
and the algorithm next compares powers for lower resistances (ex.
0.83 k� and 1 k�).

ent tool.
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starving MFCs are fed with 1 g of acetate. The load resistance of
ig. 3. Polarization and power density curves normalized to the cathode area for
FC04 during EXP3.

VREG algorithm senses the open-circuit voltage every 24 h and
ontrols the load resistance to impose a voltage equal to one-third
f the open-circuit voltage (value approximately corresponding to
he MPP  like presented in Fig. 3). If the voltage is higher, it reduces
he resistance by 20 %, and if the voltage is lower, it increases the
esistance by 20 %.

For both algorithms, a limitation is that the optimal output
esistance is approached with 20 % accuracy what impacts the
ffectiveness of the electrical production. Decreasing the steps of
esistances adversely affects convergence speed.

.3. Protocol

MFCs are simultaneously tested using the load-controlled mea-
urement tool. They are placed in a room where the temperature is
egulated at 30◦C. Five consecutive experiments are realized.

In EXP1, each MFCs are initially new. They are inoculated with
astewater (Limonest wastewater treatment plant, France) and

 g of acetate (the initial concentration is therefore 9.4 mMol  L−1).
uring inoculation, the load is set to be 1 k� for each cell. This
xperiment lasts 40 days until an electrogenic biofilm develops at
he anode and acetate is consumed.

In the two following experiments EXP2 and EXP3, 1 g of acetate
s added and the MFCs are tested using the P&O algorithm until
cetate is fully consumed.

The objective of the two last experiments EXP4 and EXP5 is to
ompare VREG to the state-of-the-art P&O algorithm. In EXP4, the
ve first MFCs (MFC01 to MFC05) constitute the control sample and
re tested using P&O algorithm whereas the five last MFCs (MFC06
o MFC10) are tested using VREG algorithm. In EXP5, the five first

FCs (MFC01–MFC05) are tested using VREG algorithm whereas
he five last (MFC06–MFC10) are now tested using P&O algorithm.

In between each experiment, water losses are compensated
ith distilled water. Polarization curves are acquired during exper-

ments.

.4. Calculations

For a given load resistance R (�)  and a measured MFC  voltage
 (V) the current I (A) and power P (W)  are calculated with Eqs. (1)

nd (2):

 = U

R
(1)
 Sources 205 (2012) 188– 193

P  = U2

R
(2)

The Coulombic efficiency (CE) defined in (3) is the fraction of
electrons effectively used as current versus the total number of
electrons involved in the internal reactions n (mol).

CE = Qeffective

Qtotal
=

∫
Idt

n × F
(3)

F is the Faraday constant (C mol−1). For acetate decomposition in
bicarbonate, the theoretical number of electrons involved is 8 as
shown in the oxidation and reduction Eqs. (4) and (5),  respectively.

CH3COO− + 4 H2O → 2 HCO−
3 + 9 H+ + 8 e− (4)

2O2 + 8 H+ + 8 e− → 4 H2O (5)

1 g of sodium acetate (82.03 g mol−1) as used in this experiment
theoretically gives 9.75 × 10−2 mol  of electrons and therefore a total
electric charge Qtotal of 9407.3 C.

The potential efficiency (PE) defined in (6) is the fraction of
the potential actually used as output voltage versus the theoretical
potential of the involved reaction.

PE = Ueffective

Etheoretical
= U

ERED − EOX
(6)

For the given reaction, the theoretical potential of the reaction
is 1.23 V.

PE is a time-dependent value, and we introduce in (7) the
equivalent PE (PEeq) which is the average potential of an electron
transferred to the anode, and which is expressed as:

PEeq =
∫

U × I × dt
∫

I × dt
× 1

ERED − EOX
(7)

The energy-conversion efficiency (ECE) defined in (8) is the frac-
tion of the energy actually harvested from the MFC  versus the
theoretical energy available through the decomposition of sub-
strate via involved reactions.

ECE = energy output
energy theoretically available

=
∫

U × I × dt

n × F × (ERED − EOX)

= CE × PEeq (8)

The energy theoretically available from 1 g of sodium acetate is
11.57 kJ.

3. Results

3.1. EXP1: biofilm development

During EXP1, the MFCs are inoculated and voltage is recorded
during biofilm development. The ten 1.3 L reactors are initially filled
with wastewater and 1 g of acetate. The output load is arbitrarily set
to 1 k�.  After 20 days, voltage steps were observed. The amplitude
and the length of these steps are very varying from one MFC  to
another. After 41 days, all ten MFCs consumed the totality of the
injected acetate. The voltages drop down to almost 0 V.

3.2. EXP2 and EXP3: perturbation and observation algorithm

The objective of EXP2 and EXP3 is to evaluate the performances
of the ten MFCs with the state-of-the-art P&O algorithm. Initially
each cell is independently controlled by the P&O algorithm. Elec-
trical characteristics are recorded over time and the experiments
are stopped when the total acetate is consumed in all MFCs.
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voltage. Power level is significantly lower, indicating either that the
biofilm was  more performant in EXP4 than in the next experiment,
l) P

Fig. 4. Typical polarization and power curves of MFCs after 6 days of EXP3.

.2.1. Experience 2
When acetate is added in the reactors, the power increases

harply (in about 1 day), either straight-after, either with a delay.
t corresponds to the activation of the present bacteria with the
cetate. Differences are hypothetically due to biofilm maturity.
hen, power increases slowly for several days. This phase corre-
ponds to production of electricity by bacteria. Bacteria population
re still growing in numbers and therefore enables production of
ncreased power. Finally, power decreases because the substrate
oncentration in acetate becomes too low.

.2.2. Experience 3
In EXP3, the registered power curves show that the biofilm is

ore mature. The power increases sharply straight after acetate
ddition for all MFCs, and then, the power is more steady than in
XP2. The power levels are higher and the acetate is consumed
aster than in EXP2, also meaning that bacteria are more active or
n larger number.

Fig. 4 shows typical polarization and power curves that were
cquired during EXP3 (only 3 arbitrarily chosen curves are shown
n the sake of graph clarity). For each cell, the maximum power

easured from the power curves corresponds exactly to the power
easured in real-time with the MPPT tool.

The power, voltage and load resistance of an arbitrarily chosen

FC  (MFC04) during EXP3 are plotted in Fig. 5. At time t3A, power
ncreases and load resistance decreases to match the equivalent

Fig. 5. Load resistance, voltage, and maximum power for MFC04 in EXP3.
Fig. 6. Maximum power of MFC05 measured using P&O (EXP4) and VREG (EXP5)
algorithms.

internal resistance. Voltage is almost constant and equals about
0.2 V. This value corresponds to about one-third of the open-circuit
voltage. It comforts the assumption that the maximum power point
is achieved through a constant MFC  voltage. The apparent disper-
sion of the voltage curve is caused by voltage variations due to
the inherent operation of the P&O algorithm. When acetate is con-
sumed at time t3D, the power decreases and the load resistance
increases. The peak power for MFC04 during EXP3 is defined as
the maximum value of the maximum power curve. The produced
energy corresponds to the area below the power curve.

3.3. EXP4 and EXP5: comparison of P&O and VREG algorithms

The objective of EXP4 and EXP5 is to compare the ability of P&O
and VREG algorithms to harvest electrical energy from the MFCs.
In Fig. 6, the power curve of MFC05 is plotted for EXP4 (P&O) and
EXP5 (VREG). The curve corresponding to P&O conforms to pre-
vious experiments. The curve recorded with VREG algorithm is
interrupted every 24 h for 20 min  in order to re-set the open-circuit
either that the VREG algorithm is less performant.

Fig. 7. Maximum power of MFC08 measured using VREG (EXP4) and P&O (EXP5)
algorithms.
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Table 1
Key values over all the experiments.

Min  energy (J) Max  energy (J) Average (J)

EXP2 219 633 493
EXP3 510 974 758
EXP4 (P&O)/(VREG) 560/593 985/888 743/712
EXP5 (VREG)/(P&O) 425/411 808/934 588/663

Min  peak
power (�W)

Max  peak
power (�W)

Average (�W)

EXP2 392 1495 888
EXP3 688 1946 1300
EXP4 (P&O)/(VREG) 675/865 1851/1946 1212/1334
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implementation of an output DC/DC converter. The competitive-
EXP5 (VREG)/(P&O) 740/642 2265/2566 1290/1384

In Fig. 7, the power curve of MFC08 is plotted for EXP4 (VREG)
nd EXP5 (P&O). The curve recorded with VREG algorithm indicates

 rather constant power level by over a longer time.
In regards to the differences between the two typical curves

nder discussion, it is difficult to make serious assumptions on
wo MFCs only. This is the reason why experiments were largely
uplicated. The following discussion considers results of the ten
FCs.

. Discussion

.1. Biofilm development

The resistance value of 1k � used during EXP1 is questionable
ecause previous works [12] show that the proliferation of the
nodophilic microorganisms was enhanced with low output resis-
ances (5 �).

All MFCs featured a voltage after more than 20 days in pres-
nce of bacteria and acetate. This time is long compared to other
esults cited in the literature [4].  The reason might be found in the
aterials and glues that were used to fabricate the reactors. They
ight have inhibited the development of bacteria during the first

ew days. Another reason can be found in the wastewater that was
sed for inoculation. Maybe the presence of electrogenic bacteria
as limited or parasitic electron acceptors were initially competing
ith anode. The environment might also have missed minerals or

itamins that are sometimes added during inoculation like in [17].
Table 1 shows that the average energy produced is 494 J in EXP2,

o be compared to 758 J in EXP3. The low performances during EXP2
how that the biofilm was not fully developed. A larger part of the
rganic energy is consumed by bacteria for their own development.
nergy conversion rates are better in EXP3 showing that the biofilm
s better developed. The conversion rate is overall similar among the
ve first MFCs in EXP4 compared to EXP3, showing that the biofilm

s fully operational after EXP2.

.2. Power and energy production

Average overall peak power is about 1.2 mW.  The peak power
alue is an indicator that must be dealt with carefully. Indeed, peaks
f power can happen after a MFC  was temporarily stopped for
xample to draw a polarization curve.

In EXP3, for most cells, the maximum power is stable with time,
hile substrate concentration decreases. The substrate concentra-

ion and power are not linked linearly. It appears that MFCs produce

lmost identical power for any concentration value above a certain
hreshold. Power then decreases abruptly when concentration is
elow the threshold.
 Sources 205 (2012) 188– 193

Power was  constantly acquired through the consumption of
acetate. The integration of the maximum power curve versus time
was  computed to access the electrical energy produced by the MFC.

4.3. Energy conversion efficiency

The electrical energy produced can be compared to the theoret-
ical energy available through the full decomposition of acetate like
explained in [18,19]. CE and ECE for all MFCs are computed with
an uncertainty of 5% corresponding to the precision on the mass of
added acetate. CE is 37.4% in average (min 30.1% and max  45.5%).
Low values of CE indicate that only a small fraction of the electrons
from the reaction are transferred to the anode. ECE is almost pro-
portional to CE and has an average value of 6.2% (min 4.4% and max
8.3%). In EXP3, the best efficiency of 8.3% was  achieved for MFC06
for CE = 37.5%. The maximum ECE on all experiment was  achieved
with MFC04 in EXP4 and is 8.6%.

4.4. Dispersions of the performances between cells

All MFCs were built identically in the limit of what is possible to
do with the chosen fabrication process. As can be seen in Table 1,
the maximum power and energy conversion efficiency are wide
spread. For example, in EXP03, the minimum energy is produced by
MFC03 (510 J) while the maximum energy is produced by MFC04
(974 J), and the mean value for the ten MFCs is 758 J. All experi-
ment conditions being equal, dispersions between cells result from
non-uniform manufacturing processes or microbial heterogeneity
during inoculation. Dispersions are the cause of voltage reversal in
serial association [20], and are in this regard worth to be evaluated
when harvesting energy from a large number of MFCs.

4.5. Comparison of the two maximum power point algorithms

With VREG algorithm, MFCs averagely produced 712 J in EXP4
and 588 J in EXP5 whereas with P&O algorithm, MFCs averagely pro-
duced respectively 743 J and 663 J. The maximum ECE value with
VREG algorithm was  achieved with MFC09 in EXP4 and is 7.7 %,
compared to a maximum ECE of 8.6 % with P&O algorithm. Even if
P&O algorithm gives overall better experimental results, the differ-
ences between the two  algorithms does not appear significant with
respect of the dispersions between reactors mentioned above.

As a conclusion, the results do not permit to compare both algo-
rithms with precision but permit to evaluate that both algorithms
have quite similar efficiencies despite differences in their respec-
tive complexity. As a matter of fact, the VREG algorithm, despite
its inherent simplicity, can be considered as a good candidate to
implement maximum power point tracking on MFCs.

5. Conclusions

The use of MPPT algorithm on ten identical single-chamber 1.3 L
MFCs permitted to impose a realistic load condition and to con-
stantly measure electrical performances of MFCs. First, the CE and
ECE were computed and compared with the intrinsic energy from
the injected fuel. A best global substrate conversion efficiency of
8.6% was  achieved for the conversion from acetate to electrical
energy through microbial fuel cells. Then, a novel MPPT algorithm
was  introduced and compared to the state-of-the-art P&O method.
Best global conversion was  7.7% with this algorithm. A better tuning
(time step, resistance step and reference voltage) of VREG algorithm
would eventually enable to improve its efficiency while easing the
ness of this algorithm being a compromise between the power
transfer effectiveness and the implementation efficiency gain com-
pared to its P&O counterpart.
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Future works will permit to find the trade-off between
aximum power harvesting, and maximum energy conversion

fficiency.
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